
Abstract: We apply methodologies from the study of Greek poetry – theories about performance on the one hand and 
about the re-enactment of epigraphic poetry on the other – in order to better understand poetry on Phoenician inscrip-
tions. We de!ne formulae as semantic units that can change position within a poetic expression, using the metaphor 
of dovetail joinery, with some units that can even be omitted while still permitting comprehension. A limited range of 
formulaic units can combine into expression of certain lengths and rhythms, a syntax that pertains to inscriptions over 
a broad geographical and chronological range, found on dedications both public and private. In particular, names for 
the types of o"erings poetically parallel each other, with this parallelism excluding interpretations that fall outside of 
their shared syntax.
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1. Introduction

+e vast majority of the Phoenician-Punic epigraphic corpus consists of brief and enigmatic votive ded-
ications that provide few details about the character of ritual performance.1 Despite their reticence, the 
conservative inscriptional formulae remained consistent both across the entire Mediterranean and over the 
centuries, employing a conservative formulaic syntax. +e redundancy of this system and the enormity of 
the dataset allow for comprehension even when individual artifacts have no context, or when individual 
fragmentary inscriptions have letters or words missing. When terms are intentionally omitted, more com-
mon and more generic formulaic terms can, by extrapolation, apply to the unspeci!ed dedications due to 
standardization and repetition. When speci!c rare and enigmatic terms are used, they must follow this same 
formulaic system since they serve the same semantic function. Analysis of this system has focused on vo-
cabulary rather than on syntax, on a limited range of speci!c cases rather than on generic patterns, and on 
the particular context of so-called tophet precincts of the Central Mediterranean rather than on the broader 
category of dedications.

In addition, analyses have been more concerned with describing formulae rather than on explaining 
how they function or on comparing to other similar systems, particularly Greek formulaic dedications. By 
understanding how formulaic systems function and by recognizing general patterns, we can interpret the 
unknown by extrapolating from the known, we can also exclude explanations that fall outside of standard 
sacri!cial syntax, and we can recognize remnants of otherwise lost creative expressions. A descriptive ap-
proach privileges the display of Phoenician-Punic inscriptions line by line, yet formulaic systems apply to 
the composition of poetry in hexameter (in the case of Greek and Latin) and to poetic parallelism (in the 
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case of Ugaritic and Hebrew), so we miss an opportunity to view inscriptions through a poetic stichometry. 
How we de!ne formula relates directly to the composition of poetry.

Phoenician poetic traditions have disappeared along with their libraries. One might take this disap-
pearance to an extreme, taking the lack of surviving texts as evidence for an absence of literature. Instead, we 
take the patterns within formulaic epigraphic dedications as evidence of patterns and formulae, as fragments 
of literature otherwise lost. We also take the centuries long stability and Mediterranean wide consistency of 
the formulaic system as evidence of cultural continuity. Finally, instead of making distinctions based upon 
aesthetic qualities of poetic expression, judging how poetic they are, we look at underlying function and 
syntax, analyzing how they are poetic.

2. The Formula

*e !eldwork of Parry and Lord has provided a comparative and widely applicable understanding of oral-for-
mulaic composition. *ey took their speci!c experience, derived from recording tales among contemporary 
guslars in the Balkans, and applied it more generally to ancient Greece, which in turn led to a paradigm shift 
in Homeric studies. But their theories have also proven useful for understanding oral composition more 
generally, across languages and literatures.2 Parry o+ered a standard, generic de!nition of the formula as «a 
group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential 
idea».3 *ese formulae had utility when there was «a certain space of verse to !ll and a certain idea to ex-
press»,4 a utility assessed simply by the number of times the phrase appeared. *eir hypotheses referred only 
to the dynamic use of formulae in performance rather than static and repetitive quotation in writing, which 
they speci!cally excluded. 

Before Parry, others had noted the use of stock expressions, but these studies put greater emphasis 
on aesthetics and ornament.5 Parry shifted the discussion to function, the utility of formulae, and their ne-
cessity in improvisational composition. Despite the eventual orthodoxy of their theses about oral formulae, 
some had reservations about applying general observations of vulgar composition by guslars to the elevated 
art of Homer.6 *eir analyses also excluded formulae found in later hexameter poetry or, more pertinent 
in our case, those verses found on early inscriptional epigrams. While the process of written composition 
may diverge from the oral, our earliest surviving Greek inscriptions preserve hexameter verse, namely the 
Dipylon Vase (CEG I.454) and Nestor’s Cup (CEG I.432). *e latter refers to but does not directly quote 
Homeric epic (Il.1.632-637), at least not from the canonical received versions. Besides these archaic exam-
ples, a signi!cant number of votive inscriptions in hexameter verse (sometimes paired with pentameter in 
elegiac couplets) appear carved in stone or incised on clay throughout the Archaic Period (e.g. “Apollo” of 
Manticlus CEG I.326). In any case, these inscribed dedications still had to !t the same metrical conditions 
and still had to express essential ideas.

Also before Parry, scholars had recognized that Greek epic poetry !t predictable rhythmical patterns, 
lines of six feet with certain word clusters that, on the one hand, regularly bridged certain feet and, on the 
other hand, were set o+ by caesura, or regular rhythmical pauses that words rarely spanned. Fränkel described 

2  Parry 1971 and Lord 1960. For the in,uence of oral-formulaic theory on Homeric studies, see among others Foley 1985; Ed-
wards 1986, 1988; and Russo 1997; for its relation to Northwest Semitic poetry, see O’Connor 1980, pp. 104-106.
3  Parry 1930, p. 80.
4  Parry 1930, p. 83.
5  E.g. Hartel 1873.
6  Alexander 1998.
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how three junctures tended to divide the line into segments, or rhythmical cola.7 Due to constraints of meter, 
with its regular junctures (e.g. a central masculine/feminine caesura) and bridges (when such junctures are 
avoided), certain expressions could appear only in speci!c cola (Fig. 1). While the !rst break (A) might be 
arbitrary, the central caesura regularly divides the line into two parts (hemistiches). *e name of Odysseus 
with epithet tends to fall in the colometric segment at the end of the verse (after the bucolic diaresis), but 
without epithet often falls at the !rst half of the verse, between junctures A and B:

.ͲͲͤͼͱ «brilliant Odysseus» Il. 3. 205, etcʹͣܡ�ͱͮޣB�ͣ|ͤͧʹͪۿ�ߞͰͻ|F�ͯͮͳͰ|A2�ͩ݉͠�ͣͤ݃͢�ͦͣۿ
ӷӷӺל�Ӭӽӻӻӭ؈Ӻ�֮ӻӲӭӵ|F�֚ӹӵ�֚Ӹ؆|B�ӷӲӷӽ�֚Ӵ٭ӵөӱ «such as Odysseus» Od. 2. 59, etc.
.Ͱ «for Odysseus not» Od. 1. 354, etcͫ͠܁�ͱ|F�۟ͯͽͪͤͲͤ|B�ͬͻͲͳͨͫͮͬͮܒͱ�ͮݍͲͲͤʹͣܡ�Ͱ݃͢�ܧͮ
ͳͮޣͲͨͬ�݃͢Ͱ|A2�ͫ͜͢͠�ͯͫ͠ޕ|F�ͩʹͪͬͣͤ͞ͳͨ͠|B�ͮ݃͢�ܧͰͣܡ�ʹͲͲͤݍͱ Od. 2. 163, etc.

With his patronymic, the name still falls at the same, precise positions (between junctures A and B, or after 
C). but the patronymic itself bridges the central masculine/feminine caesura (M/F), dividing the line into 
three (Fig. 2). With this bridge, the pause instead falls at (R), an example of what Kirk has called the «rising 
threefolder»:8

ӭӴpל�Ӭӽӻӭ؈Ӻ|A2�ӔөӭӹӼӱӤӬӯӺ|Rי�Ӻ�Ӹفӻӱ�ӬԄӳӷӱӻӱӵ
«I am Odysseus, son of Laertes» Od. 9. 19, etc.
ӬӱӷӫӭӵӺ|A2�ӔөӭӹӼӱӤӬӯ|R�ӸӷӳӽӴӦӿөӵpל�Ӭӽӻӻӭ٭
«Zeus-ordained, son of Laertes, resourceful Odysseus» Od. 5. 203; Il. 4. 358, etc.

Parry had limited himself to designating clusters of four or more words and !ve or more syllables as formu-
lae,9 but he made exceptions for proper names plus descriptor (divine or personal with epithet or patronym) 
and for common nouns plus descriptor.10 As we will see, this de!nition and the formulaic use of nouns with 
descriptive terms or phrases pertains directly to Phoenician-Punic inscriptional formulae.

7  Fränkel 1926; cfr. O’Neill 1942; Kirk 1966; 1985.
8  Kirk 1966; 1985, pp. 19-20.
9  Parry 1930, p. 84 note 3.
10  Edwards (§ 6) distinguishes certain categories of formula consisting of (1) names plus descriptive epithets, (2) epithets alone, (3) 
common nouns plus descriptive epithets, and (6) verbs (1988, pp. 11-21), with bibliography 21-24).

Fig. 1. Line with four (two pairs) rhythmical cola / dovetail semantic units.

Fig. 2. Line with three rhythmical cola / dovetail semantic units.
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To explain how such metrical units were linked, Maas used the metaphor of dovetail joinery derived 
from carpentry.11 *us a personal name – like Odysseus, with his patronym and/or his epithets – could move 
from one line segment to another so long as the expression still !t within metrical constraints. Besides their 
metrical unity, such word clusters normally had a semantic unity and, by themselves, might be called formulae, 
or at least the building blocks of formulae. Each dovetailed block could move to other parts of the verse just so 
long as it !t into that rhythmical-semantic slot. As Fränkel noted,12 such colometry applies equally well to later 
literary epic, written compositions (i.e. by Callimachus). rather than traditional oral composition. In addition, 
note here that the same colometry applies to Greek votive dedications in hexameter (or in elegiac couplets).

In the case of Northwest Semitic literature more generally, Ugaritic and Hebrew speci!cally, parallel-
ism serves as the “principle structural device” of poetic composition.13 When making a comparison to hex-
ameter, however, we encounter terminological overlap in the case of cola. As we have seen, Greek hexameter 
inscriptions can be divided into short cojoined metrical cola, in two at the caesura or in three “rising” parts, 
meanwhile poetic parallelism applies the same term to longer and repeating lines or segments, either doubled 
(bicola) or tripled (tricola), which can be subdivided into shorter segments, called half-lines14 or hemistiches15 
or constituents.16 *ese paired and repeating segments have structural similarities and semantic constraints 
similar to the Greek, but without discernable meter.

Attempts have been made to distinguish meter in Hebrew and Ugaritic through word or syllable 
counts, but no standard verse length has yet been found. Paired segments can share a certain rhythm, asso-
nance and alliteration, as in the following:

āttāh  if I ascend to heaven (above), there you are essaq šāmmayim šām-im
wș aГГî cāh šșōl hinnekā.  if I make my bed in hell (below), behold you are there
eśśā anp˄ê-šāϕar   if I take the wings of the morning (in the East)؝ 
aϕărîП yām  and dwell at the farthest limits of the sea (in the West)eškșnāh, bș
Ps 139: 8-9

*e lines or half-lines can share thematic and semantic parallels – here a sort of directional antitheses, above 
vs below, East vs West – and we can !nd a similarly paired pattern in Phoenician:

pny mb hšmš    before is the setting of the Sun (i.e. West) 
wًd  hšmš   and behind is the rising of the Sun (i.e. East) mً 
CIS I.3778.5-6 (Tunis Cb – 366)

Within the epigraphic corpus, one very rarely !nds such a clear example of poetic parallelism. We do, 
however, !nd multiple instances of words derived from the same root (possible repetitive parallelism), of 
synonyms and antonyms (possibly semantic parallelism), of repetitive sound clusters (phonetic parallelism), 
and of syntactic elements in similar positions or sequences (grammatical parallelism). Here we focus on the 
position of nominal, adverbial, and prepositional clauses and phrases, as well as their repetition. In terms of 
distribution, we !nd epigraphic examples of parallelism distributed within a single colon (internal), between 
cola (regular), in adjacent verses (near), or separated by a verse or more (distant). On Phoenician inscriptions, 

11  Maas 1962, p. 44.
12  Fränkel 1926.
13  *is characteristic Lowth 1753 !rst described as parallelismus membrorum; on poetry and parallelism, see Green!eld 1971; 
Craigie 1973; Watters 1976; Collins 1978; O’Connor 1980; Pardee 1988a; pp. 168-201, and Holladay 1999a; 1999b.
14  Pardee 1988a, pp. 6, 65.
15  Watson 1984, pp. 11-15.
16  O’Connor 1980, p. 68; Holladay 1999a, pp. 23-24.
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we chie,y track examples of near and distant distribution patterns,17 while our line breaks (stichometry) and 
half-line breaks (hemistiches) at semantic boundaries may indicate a certain rhythm.

Rather than contrast, we compare cultures across a connected Mediterranean. *e di+erences between 
Greek and Northwest Semitic poetry might appear obvious (hexameter verse as opposed to the rhythms of 
parallelism), and the parameters of the terms “formula” or “colon” might vary, nevertheless both traditions 
employed formulaic composition and divided verse into semantic units. Our preliminary proposal here 
should underline the need for better de!nitions and both broader and more re!ned application of theoretical 
models. Along these lines, we would not only apply theories of performance but also theories of the anthro-
pology of reading.18 Epigraphic dedications are written, carefully inscribed on stone or metal, yet we would 
still argue that their poetry would have been performed, not only attendant on the dedicatory ritual but 
re-enacted whenever the poems were read.19 *ese poetic dedications implicitly assume a literate audience. 
Our claims here are general and anthropological, and they run against claims of cultural superiority or ex-
ceptionalism or even cultural speci!city. Nor do we assume that alphabetic literacy was somehow limited in 
the Near East while expansive in Greece, instead we assume a parallel basic knowledge of poetic conventions 
among Northwest Semitic speakers, speci!cally those trained in writing Phoenician and Aramaic, just as we 
assume a basic knowledge of Homeric epic conventions as demonstrated by early inscriptions. Our meth-
odology presumes a common Mediterranean-wide competitive expansion of trade networks, urbanism and 
alphabetic writing, as well as a common desire among the various elites to memorialize ritual dedications, 
both to gain divine favor and to publicly display generosity.

A single pair of inscriptions might demonstrate the viability of our approach, comparing typical ded-
ications and setting Greek epic hexameter formulaic composition alongside Phoenician poetic parallelism:

͌͛ͬͳͨͩͪͮͱ|A2�ͫͤͩͦͧͬ͜͠ߞ�ߞ|F�ͤͩ͠͡ͻͪͮͨ|B͠ߞ�Ͱ͢ʹͰͳͻͭͲͮͨ�
ͳ͛ͱ�ͣͤͩ͛ͳ͠ͱ�|A2�ͳͼ�ͣ͜�͕ͮͤ͞͡�ͣͣͮͨ͞|R�Ͷ͠Ͱͤ͞ͳͳͬͮͫ͠͡͠ߞ�>͛ͬ@

Manticlus set me up to the Far Shooter, to the Silver-Bowed,
as a tithe. And you, Phoebus (Apollo) grant charis-!lled20 recompense.
CEG I.326 (Boston, MFA 03.997), 700-675 BCE – Plate 121

*is hexameter inscription follows the standard core four-part “narrative pattern” of subject (dedicator), verb 
(dedicating), indirect object (divine recipient), and direct object (dedication), although each part need not 
fall in that order.22 Here that core pattern has appended a do ut des expression – “I give so that you might 
give” – seeking divine bene!cence.23 As on Greek dedications, Phoenician inscriptions contain quite similar 
core elements – i.e. object dedicated, act of dedicating, dedicator, and divine recipient:24

17  Pardee proposes these four types of parallelism and four distributions in his comparison of Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry (1988a, 
pp. xv, 64-66, 193-201).
18  E.g. Svenbro 1993.
19  Depew 1997, p. 237.
20  Not only “graceful” (LSJ s.v. Ͷ͛Ͱͨͱ), but also encompassing the sense of beauty and of pleasure derived from both the image 
and the poem (Day 2000).
21  Je+ery 1990, Boiotia n. 1, pl. 7; Day 2010, pp. 33-48.
22  Day 1994, pp. 39-43; Day 2000, p. 37; 2010, pp. 6, 122-123; Kaczko 2016, p. 56, n. 12.
23  Cfr. Kaczko 2016, pp. 360-364.
24  For longer in-text citations, we mark epigraphic breaks with subscript numbers in order to avoid confusion with footnote cita-
tions, but with superscript in Tabs. 1-3. For this inscription, we also use a superscript vertical line to indicate epigraphic word- and 
clause-dividing punctuation. Here we commonly display in-text Phoenician inscriptions with line breaks (stichometry, Gk. stichos 
“row”) or half-line breaks (hemistiches) that correspond to semantic units, without marking line numbers. 
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Plate 1. Top left: dedication of �Lbcl on statue with cartouche of Osorkon, ca. 900 BCE (Louvre AO 9502, photograph © 2008 
RMN-Grand Palais [Musée du Louvre] / Franck Raux – collections.louvre.fr/en/ark:/53355/cl010120348). Bottom left: transcrip-
tion by Montet (1928, pp. 49-57, !g. 16). Top right: dedication by Manticlus on statue of a warrior (“Apollo”), 700-675 BCE (MFA 
03.997, photograph © 2023 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston). Bottom right: transcription by Je+rey (1990, Boiotia n. 1, pl. 7).
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1mš It is a statue
| z pcl | lbcl | mlk | gbl 

| byϕ[mlk | mlk gbl]
which he made, did �Lbcl,25 king of Byblus,  
son of Yϔmlk, king of Byblus,

2[lb]clt | gbl | dtw for Baclat of Byblus, (for) his Lady,
trk | bclt [| gbl]

3[ymt | ]lbcl 
| wšntw | cl [| gbl]

may Baclat of Byblus prolong 
the days of �Lbcl 
and his years over Byblus.

KAI 6 (Paris, Louvre AO 9502), post-900 BCE – Plate 1 and Table 326

Again we !nd appended a request for divine recompense, and we !nd poetry in repetitive and phonetic 
parallelism (gbl “Byblos”, mlk “king”, bclt) as well as in grammatical or semantic parallelism (ymt “days”, snt 
“years”). At the basic level, these inscriptions serve a similar purpose in memorializing ritual action.

Both inscriptions provide quite early examples of epigraphic poetry. Only a small portion of archaic 
Greek poetry in hexameter verse survives – e.g. by Homer, by Hesiod, some hymns, some fragments – 
enough to indicate just how much of the epic cycle we are missing. If only those few inscriptions in verse 
had survived, like the Manticlus “Apollo,” we could scarcely hope to reverse engineer an epic poem, but we 
could still understand certain formal and structural elements. In the Phoenician case, although we do have 
some comparanda – e.g. earlier Akkadian and Ugaritic poetry, the contemporary Hebrew Bible – no liter-
ary corpus survives, yet we can still recover poetic forms and syntax. Epigraphic poetry provides evidence, 
however scant, about the standards of Phoenician literature, and we can only imagine how much we lack. 

*ese texts also provide quite early examples of alphabetic writing. Across the Mediterranean, dedica-
tions appear to be among the !rst uses for alphabetic script, whether in the case of Phoenician, Greek, Etrus-
can, Latin etc. *is pair could be used to illustrate the transfer of writing technology through votive contexts, 
since the Phoenician example does predate the Greek by nearly two centuries. Greek names for each letter 
derived from a Northwest Semitic source. a mnemonic sequence of loan words transferred in an “unalterable 
order”, terms signi!cant in Phoenician but meaningless in Greek.27 *is loan included letter forms, script 
styles, word divisions, and technologies of writing – e.g. the word for “papyrus” or “book” derived from place 
name gbl (ͪͮ͡͞͡ͱ). In the case of both the Lbcl and the Manticlus dedications, the style of the script followed 
the contours of the statues upon which they were inscribed – the former curving across the torso of Osorkon 
and the latter around the thighs of a male warrior (“Apollo”) – enticing the viewer to read the inscription.28 
On the Phoenician inscription, we !nd punctuation intended to aid the reading curving verse, a technique 
used elsewhere in Byblus (KAI 1-8, 10th-8th BCE), where later we even !nd word spacing (KAI 10, 5th 
BCE), reading aids that would transfer to Greece.29 *roughout the Mediterranean, however, unpunctuated 
script without spacing (scriptio continua) remained commonplace. 

25  As for names, personal and divine, we regularly leave them unvocalized. *e Canaanite shift had a di+erent e+ect on vowels 
in northern dialects (e.g. Phoenician) than southern (e.g. Hebrew), and we lack assistance from anything like the vocalized �alep 
(Ugaritic) or Masoretic pointing (Hebrew), which complicates our historical linguistic analysis. For example, the divine name bcl, 
vocalized Baclu in Late Bronze Age Ugarit, resolves to Bacal in Hebrew, while it should resolve to Bacl in Phoenician, as in Greek 
transcription ӋӊӔ (EH 1 GR and 3 GR), where his consort’s name is vocalized ӑӒӖӒӑ (EH 1 GR) and ӑӎӖӎӒӑ (EH 3 GR). *us 
we prefer the vocalizations “Tinnit” and “Bacl” over the traditional “Tanit” and “Baal”.
26  Dussaud 1925; Montet 1928, pp. 49-57, !g. 16; Gibson 1982, pp. 21-22 n. 8; Gubel 2002, p. 61 n. 45.
27  Burkert 1992, pp. 28-31.
28  While Day argues that CEG I.326 would have been perfectly legible, others have claimed illegibility (e.g. Robb, in Day 2010, 
pp. 37-39).
29  Cfr. Crellin 2022; Lehmann 2005.
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Scribal traditions maintained conservative literary forms in the administration of city magistrates and 
kings, from the Levant to the western edge of the Mediterranean. From the Neo-Assyrian Empire through 
their Persian and Hellenistic successors, alphabetic literacy elevated Aramaic to an administrative standard 
(cfr. sepiru),30 akin to Phoenician not only in their script but also in the near total loss of their literary 
corpus. However, Greeks did not consider alphabetic characters as Aramaic but rather Phoenician things 
(ӾӷӱӵӱӲӦӱө, Hdt. 5.58) and the scribal role as Phoenician acts (ӸӷӱӵӱӲӤӮӭӵ, London BM 1969.0402.1). 
Greeks and Phoenicians (and Aramaeans) used these characters, these acts, their traditions and rhythms, to 
preserve poetry on some of their earliest alphabetic inscriptions.

At geographic and cultural extremes, we !nd Citium in Cyprus and Cirta in North Africa – the for-
mer a city-kingdom near metropolitan Phoenicia with civic dedications; the latter a native Libyan kingdom 
with individual votive o+erings in the Phoenician language. Nevertheless, both had royal courts that fol-
lowed similar rigid scribal traditions. Both used royal calendars to date their inscriptions (see below, e.g. KAI 
288 – Tab. 1; EH 57 PUN – Tab. 3) and both were bilingual (or trilingual) in Phoenician and Greek (and 
Libyan), following the standard four-part epigraphic dedicatory structure, either on the same inscription 
(e.g. KAI 39, 41, 42; RÉS 1213),31 or on adjacent monuments (e.g. EH 2-4 GR). Both contexts, royal-civic 
and communal-private, had dedications competing for the viewer’s attention, with inscriptions to be read by 
the passer-by ,uent in either Phoenician or Greek.32

On the one hand, poetic dedications mark mutual bene!t between dedicator and deity; on the other, 
they mark the relationship between dedicator and the community. In reference to Greek epigrams, Keesling33 
calls the former their religious or agalma-function, the latter their social or mnēma-function.34 *e religious 
function presents the o+ering as an adornment (agalma) pleasing to the deity, a mediation between god 
and worshipper; the social function creates competitive display, with conspicuous placement of a memorial 
(mnēma) that engages the viewers’ attention. Reading the inscription aloud would reinforce both functions. 
While the terms Keesling uses may be speci!cally Greek, this dual function remains broadly applicable to 
Phoenician votive dedications. Whether prominently displayed to demonstrate individual royal patronage 
or grouped together in accessible open-air precincts alongside other elite monuments, these dedications ad-
hered to a precise literary structure that was legible to the deity, on the one hand, and to the community, on 
the other. An isolated Palmyrene inscription supports the cross-cultural applicability of the mnēma function 
regarding dedications:

wdkyr kl mcyd clwt ln   So remembered be anyone who frequents these altars
wmr dkyryn [h] ln klhwn bٕb35 and says, Remembered be all these for good.

*e individual dedication o+ered remembrance to someone remembering, someone who would have passed 
among the inscribed altars, set up for the community, and would have spoken aloud.36 

30  Burkert 1992, p. 31, note 23.
31  Bonnet – Minunno – Porzia 2021, pp. 57-63. Compare bilingual dedications on Malta (KAI 47), trilinguals at Pauli Gerrei 
(KAI 66) and Henchir el-Aouin (RÉS I.79).
32  Note how the position of scribe !ts the communal-private context – e.g. a dedicant at Carthage might claim the elite position 
of spr (“scribe” CIS I.240, 3749, 3786, etc.); the scribal archive of Carthage, along with their literary traditions, transferred to the 
Numidian court (libri punici: Sal. Jug. XVII-XIX; cfr. Plin. Nat. XVIII 2, FGrHist 275 F38, 764 F19); !nally, even a modest or 
remote sanctuary might have a scribal school, as at Kuntillet cAjrud (Schniedewind 2014; Mandell 2012). On scribal training gen-
erally, see Schniedewind 2019.
33  Keesling 2003.
34  Cfr. Keesling 2003, pp. 199-200; Day 2010, pp. 7, 185, note 20.
35  Hillers – Cussini 1996, n. 0319.9-11.
36  de Hemmer Gudme 2017, pp. 99-100; cfr. Licciardello 2022; Hahn 2012; Bing 2002.
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To reiterate, our preliminary proposal relies upon comparison rather than contrast, with a geographic 
span across the Mediterranean Sea that demonstrates similarities between cultures, and a wide chronologi-
cal range that demonstrates similarities within one language. *e proposal explores continuity rather than 
change, studying a large sample set and broad patterns rather than individual historical complexities. Despite 
our necessary brevity and super!ciality, from this survey of formulaic composition and parallel structures, on 
performance theory and pragmatics, we draw certain conclusions. Although not orally composed, Greek epi-
graphic poetry follows formulaic conventions; not extemporaneous themselves, these votive expressions had 
to meet certain expectations of ritual “reperformance” whenever they might be read in the votive precinct.37 
Phoenician votive dedication also had to meet very similar contextual, semantic and rhetorical expectations 
whenever their epigraphic texts reenacted performance of the original o+ering. Repetition of an occasion 
with strict contextual and ritual constraints led to repetitive language, even on bilingual or multi-lingual 
dedications. Nevertheless, despite adhering to grammatical and syntactical limits, clauses might be moved 
and elements might be omitted in ways that allowed for ,exibility and variety while still maintaining predict-
ability and permitting comprehension. While Northwest Semitic poetry did not follow metrical patterns like 
hexameter, they did consistently follow the standard types and distributions of poetic parallelism. 

Phoenician inscriptions memorialize an interaction between named dedicator and named god through 
the mediation of a ritual o+ering, a pattern analogous to Greek epigrams.38 Certain inscriptions that preserve 
more numerous and more complete formulae by extrapolation can provide the omitted and resolve the 
incomplete, recovering details missing from those adjacent markers with terms elided, those without inscrip-
tions, and those lacking even iconographic decoration. Despite minor individual, local, and chronological 
variations, these votive dedications prove consistently formulaic and demonstrate remarkable continuity. 

3. Typical Formulaic Patterns

In Phoenician inscriptions word-groups cluster in regular patterns, more semantic than metric, but we do 
not exclude the possibility that they had a certain rhythm. *ese patterns provide clear evidence of poetic 
parallelism. Formulaic phrases regularly fall into a set unit where they perform speci!c semantic functions. 
One will note the common absence of a key syntactical unit, the main clause of the sentence, a noun phrase 
that names the object devoted (see Tab. 3). *is approach corresponds tolerably well with the formulaic sys-
tems previously described by others, but it di+ers signi!cantly in treating these semantic units as formulae 
rather than taking the entire inscription as the formula. We also segment these semantic units di+erently, in 
particular treating the relative pronoun, verb and personal name of the dedicator as a single unit, a subordi-
nate relative clause, rather than three separate elements. *e validity of treating semantic units as formulae 
derives from the possibility of their transfer to other rhythmical-poetic positions withing the votive expres-
sion, from their repetition in the same position (near parallelism) or varied positions (distant parallelism), 
and from their omission that must still allow for comprehension due to context. In our analysis, both com-
plete and abbreviated expressions, even elided formulae, form part of this coherent system.

Previous proposals have distinguished inscriptional formulae based upon the observed order of 
enumerated elements – e.g. name the object dedicated > relative pronoun > verb of dedicating > name of 
the dedicator > deity,39 sometimes including > !nal blessing.40 Di+erent combinations would designate 

37  Day 2010, pp. 21-23.
38  Day 2010, p. 7 has suggested that this Greek pattern derived from the Phoenician.
39  Mazza 1976.
40  Coacci Polselli 1976.
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di+erent formulae, with the !ve (or six) elements each given a number or letter.41 In close comparison, 
Greek hexameter verse formulae on inscriptions also fall into similar set patterns – e.g. dedicator as subject 
> verb of dedicating > dedication as direct object > god as indirect object – a basic pattern constituting 
more than 70% of Greek inscriptions in verse.42 *is simple narrative pattern can !t shorter dedications 
(in Greek and Phoenician) or serves as the syntactical core of longer inscriptions, with various elements 
expanded or repeated. Rather than contradiction, our proposed formulaic system builds upon these pre-
vious proposals.43

I II III IV V

*is is an o+ering which PN son of PN 
o+ered to (the deity/ deities)

[this is an o+ering] [because the deity heard 
his voice and blessed 

him]
[on the day, month, year 

of rule/o9ce]

Schema 1. Formulaic/semantic dovetail units of Phoenician-Punic dedicatory inscriptions.

Phoenician/Punic dedicatory inscriptions follow two basic schemas. *e more archaic pattern (Schema 1), 
common in metropolitan Phoenicia and on Cyprus, gives priority to the adornment that pleases the deity. Its 
!rst semantic unit (I) has a main noun clause containing the subject (i.e. naming the dedication), sometimes 
with the demonstrative pronoun, but in all cases with the verb “to be” omitted but understood. *is noun 
phrase serves as antecedent to the second semantic unit (II), a relative clause describing the action performed 
and the name of the dedicant, with his/her patronym, sometimes giving further genealogy and sometimes 
giving their title or occupation. *e optional fourth unit either (IVa) has a temporal clause with dating for-
mula (as found in Cirta) or (IVb) repeats the nominal clause. *en, in the !nal unit (V), we !nd a causal 
formula with a recognition of (or a request for) divine intervention to ful!ll a vow. On Cyprus variations of 
this pattern permit the temporal clause with regnal date to occupy varied positions, including before the !rst 
dovetail juncture (e.g. RÉS 1213),44 demonstrating its formulaic nature:

I II III IV V

To (the deity/deities) [this is an o+ering] which PN son of PN 
o+ered

[this is an o+ering] [because the deity heard 
his voice and blessed 

him]
[on the day, month, year 

of rule/o9ce]

Schema 2. Formulaic/semantic dovetail units of Phoenician-Punic dedicatory inscriptions.

41  See also Amadasi Guzzo 1986; 1989-1990; 2021; and SMI; Stucky 2005, pp. 275-276; Ruiz Cabrero 2007, p. 628.
42  Day 2010, p. 6. *e pattern of these elements also !ts non-metrical votive inscriptions, e.g. EH 3 GR.
43  Descriptive lists of basic formulaic elements by themselves do not accommodate elaborations and repetition of formulae – see 
Tabs. 1-2, cfr. the objections and corrections of Zamora 2016 and Mosca 2006.
44  Again, certain exceptions demonstrate dovetail interchangeability, e.g. EH 15 PUN, 63 PUN; CIS 1.147, see Tab. 3.
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*e most common pattern (Schema 2) seems to have developed later but runs parallel to the previ-
ous.45 *is schema predominates in the Central Mediterranean (and Umm al-cAwamid) and reorders the !rst 
three dovetail units, giving priority to the deity or deities that reciprocate grace. In the !rst position we now 
!nd (I) the prepositional phrase of the dedicatory formula. In the second unit (II), the main noun clause 
always omits the verb “to be” (as expected), but quite commonly omits even the named dedication, yet both 
can still be understood by the force of the verb in following relative clause (e.g. “[this is a votive] which he 
vowed did PN son of PN”). In the third unit (III), that relative clause describes the action performed and 
names the dedicant, with his/her patronym (and title/occupation). In the optional fourth unit, again we 
have either (IVa) a temporal clause with dating formula or (IVb) a main noun clause, here delayed or repeat-
ed. In the !nal unit (V), we !nd the causal formula.

I II III IV V

To (the deity)
because the deity heard 

his voice and blessed 
him

this is an o+ering PN son of PN / the 
rabbim

[in the term  
of the rab]

Schema 3. Formulaic/semantic dovetail units of Punic dedicatory inscriptions from Mactar.

A third pattern (Schema 3), late and common in Mactar46, again reorders units but not only elides 
the main noun clause, which might have named the dedication, but also omits the verb from the rela-
tive clause. *is pattern, like the previous, begins with the prepositional dedication in !rst unit (I), now 
followed by the subordinate causal formula (II), but the elided noun clause cannot be recovered from 
the context of verb in the relative clause because the verb, too, is omitted; followed by a verbless clause 
(IV), consisting either of individual names with patronym or consisting of a collective noun, e.g. PN son 
of PN”. *is schema concludes with an optional temporal dating formula (V). With only subordinate 
clauses – prepositional phrase, causal and temporal clauses – widespread votive inscriptional syntax still 
expects that reader could supply some noun and/or verb of devotion to the bare list of names or to the 
collective noun (e.g. SINM 22).

4. Semantic Units

4.1. Prepositional (Dedicatory) Formulae
Dedication to a divinity or divinities can occupy various positions withing the votive expression. *is move-
able votive semantic dovetail unit marks the indirect object of the dedication and consists of a formula in 
subordinate prepositional phrases of dedication “to” (l-) the deity,47 with additional formulae for other dei-
ties cojoined by w- (Heb. waw):4849

45  Mazza 1976 recognized that this schema (his third case study, or terzo caso, occured generally around the 5th-3rd BCE, gener-
ally in the Central Mediterranean, generally in private rather than civic dedications. Note that we consider his !rst and second case 
studies as variations of our Schema 1.
46 *e schema is also found on NP 8 and 9, for example, both from somewhere near Sicca Veneria (el-Kef ) or Vacca (Béja).
47  *e prepositional l- can signify direction toward, thus a dedication “to” the deity, DNWSI s.v. l5 1) or can signify possession 
(s.v. l5 5, cfr. PPG § 251, § 282), with the dedication “for” or “belonging to” the deity and, since we understand the object dedicated 
and the verb “to be”, even if not expressed, this construction resembles the dativus possessivus.
48 
49 
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Table 1481 

481 Larnaka ӕӔӊ 1513: Mosca 2006; Yon – Sznycer 1991; Xella 1993; Sznycer 2001; Yon 2004, n. 1144, !g. 19. Louvre AO 
4831: OEA 1; Gubel 2002, n. 144.
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Table 2492

492 BM 125327 (1872,0816.81): Sen+ 1993, n. 4.
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Table 3 (NB shaded sections indicate non-schematic distribution of semantic units)
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ldn lbcl šmm   To the Lord, to Baal Shamem
wlrbt ltnt pn bcl   and to the Mistress, to Tinnit Visage-of-Bacl
wl dn lbcl ϕmn   and to the Lord, to Bacl Hammon
wldn lbcl mgnm  and to the Lord, to Bacl Mgnm (“of protection”)
KAI 78.2-4 (Tunis Cb – 366), CIS I.3778

Note that the divine titles (including l “god”), placed before the name and epithet, can accept pronominal 
su9xes,50 resulting in a di+erent syllable count that would a+ect the rhythm of the expression and would 
produce formulaic variation. *e list of four deities here presents a unicum, because votive sanctuaries and 
their dedications are otherwise reserved for one or two deities. Our stichometric division suggests that ded-
icatory formulae in paired sets (here quadrupled) match poetic invocations. *is includes the single most 
common paring in all of the Phoenician-Punic corpus:

lrbt ltnt pn bԟl  To the Mistress, to Tinnit Visage-of-Bacl
wlԫdn lbԟl ϕmn  and to the Lord, to Bacl Hammon 
CIS I.180.1-2 – Tab. 3

At Carthage these divinities, when paired in dedicatory prepositional phrases, provide standard formulae in 
their proper order, thus a standard rhythm, with few exceptions:

lrbt l cštrt    To the Mistress, to cAshtart
wlrbt ltnt blbnn  and to the Mistress, to Tinnit in Lebanon
KAI 81.1 (Carthage MNC), CIS I.3914, cfr. KAI 285

lԫm ltnt pn bԟl  To the Mother, to Tinnit Visage-of-Bacl
wlԫdn lbԟl ϕmn  and to the Lord, to Bacl Hammon 
CIS I.380.4-5 – Tab. 3

lrbt l ԫmԫ   To the Mistress, to Amma
lrbt lbԟlt   and to the Mistress, to Baclat 
CIS I.177.1, KAI 83

As in the !rst example, the position of Tinnit can be inverted, particularly outside of Carthage, with the god-
dess named in secondary position on the dedicatory formulae; the title rarely varies, as it does in the second 
example above. At Libyan-Numidian Cirta (el-Hofra), Tinnit can also appear with di+erent manifestations 
of Bacl:

ldn lbԟl dr   To the Lord, to Bacl Addir
wlrbԟtn tnt pԟn bԟl  and to our Mistress, Tinnit Visage-of-Bacl
EH 4.1-2

*at same precinct also once pairs both manifestations of Bacl (one without title):

lԫdn lbԟl ԫdr   To the Lord, to Bacl Addir
wlbԟl ϕmn   and (to the Lord,) to Bacl Hammon
RÉS 329.1-2 (Louvre AO 5269)

50  *e title, when placed before name and epithet, can on occasion be marked with pronominal su9xes (e.g. lly “to his god”, 
lrbtn “to our lady”, ldnnm “to their lord”).
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Each element within these formulae (title, name, epithet) can appear alone or in combination, producing 
variation. Besides pairs, divinities often appear individually, and may produce variation by not repeating the 
preposition:

ldn bcl ϕmn  To the Lord, Bacl Hammon 
SINM 33.1 (Tunis Cb – 1031) – Tab. 3

lԫdnn bԟl ϕmn   To our Lord, Bacl Hammon 
SIMI 39.1 – Tab. 3

*ese varied formulae can be truncated by elision of the title (RÉS 329, above), or elision of the epithet, or 
both, occasionally leaving just the divine name. *ese epithets and names vary by precinct, but the formulaic 
patterns remain consistent:51

l dyl  To his god, to Reshep Mkl in Idalionly 2lršp mkl b
KAI 38.1-2 (London BM 125315), CIS I.90

As is the case here, the prepositional dedication can be followed by an adnominal prepositional phrase pro-
viding the location of cult, here “in Idalion”, above “in the Lebanon” (CIS I.3914).52 Below, the location 
instead appears in construct, as the god “of” a place (OEA 13). 

*e dedicatory formulae demonstrate close parallelism with deities named side by side, but certain 
inscriptions demonstrate a distant semantic parallelism, when they repeat the dedicatory formula a few lines 
removed – as distant as a single inscription might allow:

l …�dnnm53  lbcl cz…  To their Lord, to Bacl cOz
lb[cl ] cz dny  to Bacl cOz my Lord 
KAI 288.1, 5 (Larnaka ӕӔӊ 1513) – Tab. 1

[l …dn l]bcl šmm…  To the Lord, to Bacl Shamem
tϕt pcm dny bcl-šmm  under the feet of my Lord Bacl Shamem
KAI 18.1, 7 (Louvre AO 4831) – Tab. 1

l …l ϕmn…  To his Lord, to Milkcashtart god of Hammon dny lmlkcštrt
lhlnm mlkcštrt wmlk mlkcštrt  for the gods – Milkcashtart and Angel of Milkcashtart
OEA 13.1, 3 (Beirut E363) – Tab. 3

*is type of distant parallelism gives a clear indication of poetry embedded within epigraphic prose. *ese 
formulae, paired or single, combining title plus name and epithet, can have the same grammatical form 

51  Other manifestations of Bacl receive dedications employing very similar formulae– e.g. bԟl ԫdr (“mighty”, Cirta: EH 26 PUN, 
63 PUN, etc.), bԟl šmm (“of the heavens”, Caralis: CIS I.139, cfr. KAI 18 – Tab. 1), bԟl cz (“of strength” Larnaka: KAI 288 – Tab. 1; 
see Xella 1993) – as do other deities – e.g. Reshep MKL (Idalium: CIS I.89-91), Shadrapa (KAI 77), Milk-cAshtart (OEA 13, etc.; see 
Pardee 1988b) and Tinnit-cAshtart (KAI 285); cAshtart (KAI 33); Eshmnun (Nebi Yunis: RÉS 367; Sidon: KAI 281), Milqart (KAI 
43), etc. As for Tinnit, see Hvidberg-Hansen 1979. We provide here only a very limited and not necessarily representative sample 
for the varied manifestations and deities.
52  Mosca takes this construction as adverbial rather than adnominal (2006, p. 189, note 51).
53  Here we accept the reading of Mosca 2006, p. 178 (cfr. PPG § 234). *is provides an example of the pluralis maiestatis, invok-
ing one deity (cfr. KAI 40, 47A-B), while that from Umm al-cAwamid invokes two (OEA 13.2-3 – Tab. 3). Note that, if properly 
restored, an additional invocation of Bacl cOz would provide a third example of distant parallelism within a single inscription (KAI 
288.4 – Tab. 1).
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repeated within or across inscriptions, as well as variant formula introduced by adding a pronominal su9x 
or by changing or omitting the prepositional pre!x.54 *ese formulaic dedicatory formulae !t into a broader 
system of repetition and poetic parallelism.

4.2. Relative Formulae
*is semantic dovetail unit sets the dedicant as subject of a subordinate relative clause, with the pronoun š 
(“that / which”) introducing one of a limited set verbs relating to phases of the ritual.55 Most commonly a 
form of the verb ndr (“vowed / devoted”)56 appears, to the near exclusion of all others, but sometimes one 
!nds ytn (“gave”), pԟl (“made”), šym (“placed”), ٕnԫ or nš ԫ (“erected / raised up”), a rarely zbϕ (“sacri!ced”), 
and poetically redundant in Cyprus (ytn wyٕnԫ “gave and erected”, i.e. near semantic parallelism),57 followed 
by the name and patronym of the dedicant. *is relative clause might seem the least poetic in terms of re-
peated speci!c formulae, simply due to the variety of speci!c personal names, but the system of name with 
title (or without) and patronym (sometimes with avonym or even deeper genealogy) remains consistent 
within and across sites. 

*e system of nomenclature parallels Northwest Semitic literary and epigraphic conventions for po-
etry and prose,58 as well as conventions for listing generations (tôldôth, e.g. Gen 10, 11:10-32). Greek epi-
graphic and literary genealogies also commonly provide patronyms,59 particularly notable when they !t into 
rhythmical cola and when they provide formulaic variation on poetic epigrams. Telemachus takes his lineage 
back four generations – stopping when he reached his semi-divine ancestor – to Arcesius son of Zeus (named 
here by patronymic as son of Cronus, providing a bonus generation):

ܺͣͤ�݃͢Ͱͤͫۼ�ͳ͜Ͱͦͬ�ͤͬͤ݇ͬ͢�ͫͮͼͬͲͤ�͊Ͱͮͬͬ͞�
��۳ͳͨͩͳͤͬ܌ʹ�Ͱͳͦͬ�ۧͰͩͤ͞Ͳͨͮͱ͋͜͠�ͬͮͬͮͫ
ͱݍͲͲͤʹͣܡ�ͳ݃Ͱܧ͠��ͳ݇Ͱ�ͳͩͤͬͯ͜͠�͠ޕͲʹͣܡ�ލͳܭ͠�ލͣ�ͬͮͬͮͫ
�ͻͬͦͳͮͯ۟�ލͣܧͮ�ͬͤͯͪ͞�ͬݏͰͮͨͲͨ�ͳͤͩ͛ͤͫ͢�ͬۯ�ލ�۳ͫͬͮͬͮͫ

*us the son of Cronus made ours a single lineage:
one son alone had Arcesius begotten, Laertes; then
one alone did he beget, Odysseus; in turn Odysseus left behind
one alone in the palace, me, and by begetting me he gained no bene!t.
Od. 16.117-20, cfr. 14.182

In historical eras, prose lineages required greater depth to reach back to the heroic and the divine, creating 
impressive statements of legitimacy (Hdt. 7.204, 8.131).60

54  Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 176, note 82; Pardee 1988a, pp. 169-170.
55  In the Byblian dialect, z served as the relative pronoun (e.g. KAI 1, 4, 6-7), with punctuation associating the relative with the 
following verb (see KAI 6.1 – Tab. 3). *is has led to some confusion over the distinction between the demonstrative of the main 
noun phrase (PPG § 113, 300.3) and the relative (PPG § 293; e.g. Mazza 1976, p. 132; Coacci Polselli 1976, pp. 139-140). On the 
relative clause, see Holmstedt 2008.
56  On Cyprus, including the pluperfect (kn ndr KAI 40.5). For an extensive treatment of votive diction in tophet precincts, see 
Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013.
57  e.g. KAI 41.1, CIS I.88.2, Yon 2004, nn. 1929.2, 1030.1, and Honeyman 1960.
58  E.g. for Ugarit, see Hess 1999.
59  Day suggests that the dedicator’s family shared in the dedication, from the nobility that ancestors lent to the epigram to the role 
of the descendants who would continue to reenact the ritual and maintain the memorial (2010, pp. 65-67, 187-188).
60  One translator noted the “euphonic e+ect” that lists of names and epithets must have produced (Grene 1987, p. 542, note 62).
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*e use of a patronym or avonym may simply follow standard Phoenician and Greek nomenclature, 
yet solemnly reciting a genealogy, brief or extended, evokes the poetic. In Phoenician votive inscriptions, 
patronyms may have ful!lled a rhythmical purpose, and they surely conferred a dignity and nobility, with 
dedicators’ names competing for attention beside others. In addition to the patronyms themselves, one can 
!nd appended elite positions (e.g. spr “scribe”), religious functions (e.g. khn “priest”) or civic o9ces held 
through multiple generations, whether kinship on Cyprus (mlk), citizen-nobility in Umm al-cAwamid (bcl), 
a magistracy in Carthage (špН “sufes”) or in Mactar (rb). Even in these cases, the depth of the lineage and 
extent of magistracies would rarely extend beyond two generations, with certain exceptions (e.g. KAI 68, 
78). Adding lineage and titles serves as a form of epigraphic “name display”,61 providing impressive evidence 
of one’s own suitability for holding a magistracy or an elite occupation.

In terms of parallelism, the verb of the relative clause either repeats the root of its antecedent noun 
(repetitive parallelism) or a synonymous verb (semantic parallelism), or the entire semantic dovetail of the 
relative clause repeats (e.g., KAI 18 – Tab. 1; RÉS 1213, KA1 40 – Tab. 2; KAI 10, etc.). 

4.3. Temporal (Adverbial) Formulae
In this optional semantic dovetail unit, a subordinate adverbial clause gives the date of the dedication, a 
prepositional phrase beginning “on” (b-) the numbered day “of / belonging to” (l-) the named month, “in” 
(b-) the year “of” (l-) the reign of the named ruler or magistrate.62 *e pattern of day-month-year, and the 
repetition of terms for reign and king (both √mlk) show a sort of near parallelism: 

1bymm 16 lyrϕ pclt    on day 16 of the month Pclt, 
bš[n]2t 17 lmlk mlky[tn   in year 17 of king Milkyaton, 
mlk k]3ty w

dyl   king of Citium and Idalium
RÉS 1213.1-3 (London BM 125322)63

Note that the temporal clause can be repeated in parallel calendars:

1bymm 7 lyrϕ ϕyr   on day 7 of the month ،yr, 
bšnt 31 lmlk mlkm    in year 31 of the reign of the rulers, 
ptlmys bn ptlmy[s        ]  Ptolemy son of Ptolemy [and 
2
št 57 l š h  š kty   which is the year 57 of the men of Citium

knprm rsns pldlp mtsr   (when) the canephorus to Arsinöe Philadelphus was Mtsr,
bt mk[     ] 3bn cbdssm bn gdct  the daughter of Mk[  ], son of cBdssm, son of Gdct
KAI 40.1-3 (London BM 125327), CIS I.93 – Tab. 2

bšt 180 ldn mlkm    in the year 180 of the Lord of Kings,
143 št lcm ًr   year 143 of the people of Tyre
KAI 18.4-6 (Louvre AO 4831) – Tab. 1

Lineage of a ruler, like the lineage of the canephorus here, can resemble the patterns of prominent naming 
display found in the relative clause semantic unit. *e same Phoenician dating formulae was employed for 
the reign of Libyan/Numidian kings, with variation due to sometimes omitting the speci!c date or some-
times omitting the preposition, or by spelling out the date rather than enumerating:

61  Keesling 2003, pp. 22-35; Day 2010, p. 7 note 26.
62  For this and similar usage of b-, see PPG § 251, § 283, § 323, and for l-, see § 282. 
63  Note that, in this bilingual inscription, the syllabic Greek text uses similar formulae but omits the initial temporal clause.
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bԫsr wԫϕd lzyb  on day eleven (of the month) of Zyb
ԫrbԟt ԫrbԟm št lmlky  in year forty of his reign
RÉS 336.4-5 (Louvre AO 5255) – Tab. 3

In Mactar, the date formulae had its normal position !xed in the concluding semantic unit (Schema 3). In 
addition, the expression here di+ered by omitting the preposition before the temporal term Ct (“time”) and 
abbreviating the term for the magistracy: 

Ct r CyknC bn drbCl  (in the) time of the m(agistracy) of cYkn, son of �Drbcl
wbrk bn sCldy…  and of Brk, son of Scldy�…
št mCrwz bn ptywCn  (in the) year of Mcrwz�, son of Ptywcn
SINM 33.3-4, 5-6 (Tunis Cb – 1031) – Tab. 3

If this interpretation of Ct r is correct,64 consistent use of abbreviation upholds the rigidly formulaic 
nature of votive inscriptions. In this case, a sort of distant parallelism occurs due to the repeated temporal 
clauses. *is semantic unit proves the most mobile, commonly in !rst position in Cyprus, last position in 
Mactar, and everywhere in between, with this mobility supporting our dovetail thesis.

4.4. Casual (Adverbial) Formulae
Another optional unit records a sort of do ut des, explaining why the o+ering was made – because (k-) the 
deity or deities heard the dedicant’s voice and blessed them. *e formulae for this semantic unit show the 
greatest variety, only occasional due to changes in diction or vocabulary, more often due to changes in pro-
nominal su9xes or due to either omission of the blessing or due to letting the blessing stand alone. In certain 
cases, not quite temporal, not quite causal, parallel adverbial clauses express the circumstances before or after 
a votive o+ering: 

bmqm z    in this place, 
bym h bnty   on that very day
KAI 288.3 (Larnaka ӕӔӊ 1513) – Tab. 1

*is poetic pairing (each phrase introduced by b-) summarizes two prior extended adverbial prepositional 
phrases (also each introduced by b-),65 one describing the place and the other the time of a battle between 
Paphos and Citium. An inscription from Umm al-cAmawid has a Qal in!nitive construct that explains 
mnēma-function of the votive (see note 34):

lkny ly lskr    to remain for me as a memorial
wšm ncm   and a good name
KAI 18.6 (Louvre AO 4831) – Tab. 1

*ese circumstantial adverbial expressions, however poetic, lie outside of the standard pattern but, within 
the standard adverbial formulae, we do !nd causal and blessing formulae in parallel.

*e standard causal formulaic expression normally appears in the last position (Schema 1-2). while 
on votives from Mactar the expression is required rather than optional and !lls the second position (Schema 

64  See also KAI 62.4 and SINM: 46. *e abbreviation r- has been plausibly interpreted as representing Phoenician rab or rabbim, 
“important man/men” (√rbb “to become many”) or “magistrate” (cfr. Lat. magis “greater” > magister).
65  On this use of b-, see note 58; on the “resumptive” function of these clauses and on interpretation of bnty, see Mosca 2006, 
pp. 182-184.
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3). Elision or mobility of the semantic unit (to positions other than !nal)66 demonstrate the formulaic nature 
of the causal formulae and validate our dovetail thesis. In votive dedications, full expression would include 
one causal formula segment with recognition by the deity, i.e. k šmc ql dbry “because s/he67 heard the voice 
of (his) words”, more simply “because s/he heard (his) voice”, and another paired causal formula segment 
with a blessing having been granted or yet to be granted (e.g. ybrkm “may they bless him”; tbrk “may you 
bless them”).68

Hearing Blessing
lclm ybrkn KAI 18.8  – Tab. 1
ybrkm CIS I.93.5, KAI 40 – Tab. 2

k šmc h ql ybrk RÉS 1213.5-6 – Tab. 2
k smc qlm ybrkm KAI 288.5 – Tab. 1
k šmԟ ql ybrk OEA 13.3 – Tab. 3
k šmԟ qlԫ tbrkԫ CIS I.180.3-4
k šmԟ qlm ybrkm CIS I.5702.5
kc šmc ql brk SINM 22.1-2
kc šmc qlm brkm SINM 33.1-2
k šmԟ ql dbrm tbrk CIS I.5688.5-7
k smc ql dbrnm KAI 294.4-5 – Tab. 3
[k š]mԟ ql [db]ry KAI 61B.5-6
k šmԟ qlԫ CIS I.194.3

*ese formulae have wide rhythmic variation derived from the inclusion or omission of terms, e.g. dbrm 
“words” (DNWSI s.v. dbr1) or clm “eternity” (s.v. clm4), or from omission of one or the other causal formula 
(hearing or blessing). *e formulae also vary due to use of plural or singular forms and from the use of 
pronominal su9xes of the nouns in the !rst segment (PPG § 234-35) or su9xes of the verb in the second 
(§ 187, 190).69 Quite commonly votive dedications omit the causal adverbial formulae entirely.

4.5. Nominal Formulae
*is semantic unit forms the main clause of these votive expressions, a noun clause indicating the object ded-
icated. All the subordinate clauses discussed above (prepositional, relative, adverbial) depend upon this main 
clause, for example as the antecedent to the relative clause. Outside of the Central Mediterranean, the main 
noun clause tends to not only appear but also repeat, yet within the so-called tophet precincts of this region 
it tends to be omitted, thus the dedication most often remains undescribed, the main clause unexpressed. 
When absent, the verb of the relative clause provides some sense of the noun – if someone “vowed”, then this 
implies a vow (ndr); if someone “gave”, then a gift (mtnt); if they “raised up” or “erected”, then something 

66  E.g. RÉS 337; EH 63 PUN – Tab. 3 (light gray).
67  *e rigid formula accommodates only the singular šmc, even in dedications referring to more than one deity (Amadasi Guzzo – 
Zamora 2013, p. 176, note 80).
68  Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 175 label these as “thanksgiving” formulae; Stucky 2005, pp. 275-276 as “blessing”; and 
Jongeling 1999 as “concluding”, while providing a comprehensive list of variants. Amadasi Guzzo describes the !rst causal formulaic 
segment as declaring that a request should be heard (richiesta esaudita) and the second segment as laying claim to a requested bene-
faction (richiesta di bene'ci, 1989-1990, p. 833). A thorough analysis of these formula of listening and blessing (écoute et bénédiction), 
ranging from onomastics to myth and from the Levant to the Central Mediterranean has recently appeared (Bonnet – Minunno – 
Porzia 2021). *e arbitrary few examples we select here derive only from the sampling of inscriptions listed in Tabs. 1-3.
69  On variation due the addition of a su9x, see Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 176, note 82; cfr. Pardee 1988a, pp. 169-170.
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raised up (nšԫ or nًb); if they “sacri!ced”, then a sacri!ce (zbϕ).70 Even if unexpressed, such terms can be 
understood due to the conservative formulae of the inscriptions.71 Still, generic verbs may not have matched 
the generic nominal phrase in repetitive parallelism, since we commonly have cases where a “gift” (mtnt) was 
“vowed” (ndr, e.g. KAI 99), a “votive” (ndr) was “given” (ytn – Tab. 3).72 *us certain generic terms might be 
supplied when the named dedication was omitted.

In cases outside of the Central Mediterranean, the speci!c object named need not depend on the 
verb, for example one might commonly give and erect a “statue” (sml, e.g. KAI 41), or one might rarely give 
a “plate of gold” (mrqc ϕrً, KAI 38) or a “trophy” (trpy, KAI 288). *e speci!c o+ering would also have been 
clear by context, with the inscription upon or adjacent to the object dedicated. In these and other cases, the 
verbal roots used in the relative clauses might not have been reliable predictors of the speci!c dedication 
in the main nominal phrase, e.g. while they may elsewhere consecrate (√qdš), they would “make” (√pԟl ) a 
sacred structure (mqdš, e.g. KAI 62, 172), and while they may elsewhere sacri!ce (√zbϕ), they would “build” 
(√bny) an altar (mzbϕ, e.g. KAI 77). Such generic terms provide synonyms (semantic parallelism) even if not 
describing a speci!c dedication.

Repetition of the main noun clause evokes the poetic. A dedication from ،ammon (Umm al-cAwa-
mid) provides an example of near parallelism, with two noun phrases antecedent to the relative clause where 
the dedicant generically “gave” (ytn) the speci!c o+ering:

k[p]rt    (this is) a propitiatory o+ering
ϕrً mtm   (as) a complete sculpture
OEA 13.1 (Beirut E363) – Tab. 3

We have translated here in apposition (in parallel), based upon other formulae in similar semantic units, 
although it might be translated as an “o+ering of a complete sculpture” (in construct). Besides near parallel-
ism, formulae from Cyprus display distant parallelism, two independent main noun clauses. *e following 
example speci!cally names (three) statues with by the plural demonstrative (l) and all marked by the article 
(h-), then in parallel these are collectively named a generic votive which their father had “vowed” (ndr), also 
marked by the article:

hsmlm hl...  these are the statues...
hndr   (this is / these are) the votive
KAI 40.3, 5 (BM 125327) – Tab. 2

In the following example, the initial noun clause names a speci!c statue with the demonstrative pronoun, 
which the dedicant “gave” (ytn), then in distant parallel named as a generic votive “vowed” (ndr), marked 
with the article:

sml z…   this is the statue…
hndr   (this is) the votive
RÉS 1213.3, 5 (BM 125322) – Tab. 2

70  Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013 have surveyed sacri!cial vocabulary in isolation, vocabulary that we treat here in parallel, but 
there they restrict themselves to terms from tophet precincts.
71  Segert 1976, § 71.34.
72  e.g. Stucky 2005, pp. 275-276, Ph1.
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In both of these cases, the second iteration not only serves as a distant parallel but also as repetitive parallel, 
where the root of the verb in the relative clause (ndr) matches the antecedent generic noun.

In other cases we have speci!c clauses marked by demonstratives in distant parallel, the initial (once 
omitted) as an independent predicate nominative and the following repeated as direct object (and by the 
article): 

trpy z š yٕn...  this is a trophy which he erected...
 z   ...this as the trophy yt htrpy...
(elision of relative clause) (which he vowed/gave)
KAI 288.1, 4-5 (Larnaka ӕӔӊ 1513) – Tab. 1

(elision of noun clause) š ndr... (this is a votive) which he vowed…
 yt hšcr z whdlh   …this as the gate and the doors...
š l pclt    which I made for it
KAI 18.1, 3-4 (Louvre AO 4831) – Tab. 1

*ese examples demonstrate, on the one hand, how additional semantic dovetail units can combine at var-
ious rhythmical junctures and, on the other, how elided semantic units can be suppled from context – the 
former lacks the relative clause, the latter its main clause, yet both clauses can be understood. All four exam-
ples (Tabs. 1-2) demonstrate distant poetic parallelism through repetition of the noun clauses and clauses 
dependent upon them. *ese full repetitions, with demonstrative pronouns and articles, provide the full 
syntax and vocabulary for the elided examples.

In the Central Mediterranean, whether the noun clause !lls the !rst semantic dovetail unit (Schema 
1), or the second semantic dovetail (Schema 2), both are antecedent to the relative clause.73 In both schemas, 
the noun phrase can repeat, albeit rarely, in a distant parallel immediately before the !nal adverbial dovetail 
unit. *e dedications in this region normally elide both the demonstrative pronoun and the article, with few 
exceptions (e.g. CIS I.3731, 4872), but even with elision the demonstrative is understood in the main noun 
clause. *e poetic repetition of these noun phrases sets generic terms in near or internal parallel to speci!c 
terms within the same dovetail unit, or in distant parallel in di+erent units. When in near parallel, the terms 
can be taken in apposition rather than as multiple terms in construct (NB examples in the remainder of this 
section can be found in Tab. 3):

mtnt   (this is) a gift
ndr74…    (as/of ) a votive…
mlk ԫdm75   (this is) a mlk-o+ering of an ԫdm

73  As mentioned in the introduction, the overwhelming majority of the Phoenician-Punic epigraphic corpus derives from the 
solitary precinct of Tinnit and Bacl in Carthage. Nearly all of its inscriptions have been published without their precise stratigraphic 
context, and only an exceedingly limited range of stelae from this reticent and redundant corpus have received attention. For the 
vast bibliography concerning this and similar open-air votive sanctuaries, so-called tophet precincts, see Melchiorri 2013; for general 
surveys with bibliography see, for example, Garnand 2022, D’Andrea 2018 and Ruiz Cabrero 2007.
74  In this semantic dovetail unit, generic terms appear most commonly (e.g. mtnt “gift”, ndr “votive”, zbϕ “sacri!ce”, nšԫ “some-
thing raised”), sometimes in near or distant synonymous parallel to other such terms (e.g. RÉS 332; Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, 
pp. 171-173, § 3.5)
75  *e rare term mlk (also mlkt) appears only on inscriptions in sanctuaries dedicated to Tinnit and Bacl, i.e. tophet precincts, 
either by itself as an “o+ering” (literally “a causing to go forth”, from √hlk) or as part of the syntagms mlk ԫmr, mlk ԫdm, or mlk bԟl, 
rarely marked by demonstrative pronouns (e.g. CIS I.147). *e former syntagm signi!es the o+ering of a sheep, while the latter two 
remain enigmatic but follow the same pattern (Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, pp. 169-171, § 3.2-4; cfr. DNWSI s.v. mlk5). In any 
case, all three syntagms should be treated as closely parallel, part of the same semantic system, for example as the mlk-o+ering of a 
“sheep” (ԫmr) or “commoner” (ԫdm) in substitution, or of a “noble” (bԟl, Mosca 1975). Treating these syntagms systematically renders 
ingenious interpretations of individual terms improbable (e.g. Bénichou Safar 1993; Ribichini 2020).
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bšԟrm76   (as his) bšԟrm
RÉS 335.1-2, 3

ndr…    (this is) a votive…
…mlk ԫdm   (this is) a mlk-o+ering of an ԫdm
bšԟrm btm   (as his) bšԟrm btm 
KAI 105.2, 3, cfr. EH 32 PUN, 87 PUN, NP 34, RÉS 336

mlk ԫdm    (this is) a mlk-o+ering of an ԫdm
bšԟrm btm   (as his) bšԟrm btm
ndr   (as) a votive
EH 29.1-2 PUN

mlk ԫmr   (this is) a mlk-o+ering of a sheep 
ndr   (as) a votive
KAI 110.1 

*e mobility of generic terms supports treating these as nouns in apposition. If we were to take the generic 
term ndr as part of a construct chain, it should not occupy both regens and rectum position in relation to spe-
ci!c terms. We also !nd repetitive near parallelism of terms from the same root (√ytn), clearly in apposition:

mtnt    (this is) a gift
mtntԫ    (as/of ) his gift 
mlkt bԟl   (as) a mlk-o+ering of a bcl
KAI 99.1-2

A key value of this type of semantic dovetail analysis derives from discovering synonymous parallelism, set 
in apposition, within and across semantic dovetail units. 

Certain terms appear with some but not other terms, known terms paired with enigmatic terms, limiting 
their semantic range. For example, the term for stela (nГb) sits parallel only to mlk-o+erings (KAI 61A-B, CIS 
I.147, 194, 198, 380, 5684), and only once additionally to the parallel term bmГrm (CIS I.198).77 Certain rare 
generic terms for the marker may appear alone – e.g. ԫbn (“stone” KAI 97, EH 106 PUN)78 and nšԫ (“something 
raised” KAI 6) 79 – or combination with other rare or enigmatic terms in semantic parallelism:

bmlk    (this is) as a mlk-o+ering
ԫšrm ԫšt80   (as/of) a female before her time
nԫšԫ   (as) a raised o+ering
KAI 167.2-3, cfr. NP 19

76  *is synonymous parallel term bšr has wide orthographic variation and a range of interpretations (e.g. from √šԫr “blood”, or 
√bšr “,esh”), appearing alone or as part of the syntagm bšrm btm, perhaps “his own ,esh (and/or blood) unblemished”; Amadasi 
Guzzo – Zamora 2013, pp. 173-175, § 3.6; cfr. DNWSI ss.vv. bšr2, mlk5 § 6).
77  *e term occurs only here, in the same segment that bšrm btm occupies, either in error or as a phonetic match, perhaps signi-
fying “in his need” (Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 175 and !g. 8).
78  *is generic term has orthographic variations ԫbn (KAI 97) and hbn (EH 106 PUN) – the latter less probably rendered as bn 
with the article (“the son”).
79  Cross 1971 reads nšԫ (cfr. Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 173, § 3.5), while Donner and Röllig suggest mš (“statue” KAI 
6), in either case a rare term !ts the syntax of the main noun clause in this dovetail unit.
80  *e term ԫzrm is normally modi!ed as either male or female (ԫš / ԫšt CIS I.5702; Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, p. 175, § 
3.6; cfr. DNWSI ss.vv. ԫzr2, mlk5 § 4). 
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mtnt…   (this is) a gift
nšԫ lԫlm81   (this is) a raised o+ering of the god
bšrm btm   (as his) bšԟrm btm
EH 87.1, 2-3 PUN

zԫb    (this is) a sacri!ce
bmlk   as a mlk-o+ering
ԫzrm ԫzt   (as/of) a female before her time
NP 74/105.1-2, cfr. Punica XI.34

While the properties of parallel expressions may transfer from the speci!c to the generic – an ԫzrm can be 
a mlk-o+ering, can be a zbϕ (“sacri!ce”) – this may not hold when moving from generic to speci!c – a zbϕ 
may not necessarily be a mlk-o+ering. *e equation may or may not be transitive across expressions – if a 
mlk-o+ering can be an ԫzrm, can be a nšԫ, and if mtnt (“gift”) can be a nšԫ, can be bšrm, then perhaps an ԫzrm 
can be a bšrm:

ԫzrm ԫšt   (this is) a female before her time
bšm bntm   (as his) bšԟrm btm
CIS I.5741.6-8

While scholars have focused on speci!c but enigmatic and rare terms, these parallel associations and the 
range and distribution of generic terms (both nouns and verbs) have received less attention and o+er a pro-
ductive avenue for future research. Scholar have also noted that the nouns found this semantic unit somehow 
qualify, specify or justify the dedication,82 to this list we might add that they somehow versify when set in 
parallel, as a reenactment of rhythmical ritual expression. 

5. Expanded Formulae

*e basic dovetail segments in Phoenician-Punic dedications – main noun clause with object dedicated, 
prepositional phrase with divine recipient, relative clause with dedicator – can be expanded with adverbial 
clauses, temporal or causal. Yet this basic structure most often does not expand, rather it may even contract 
with dovetail segments elided. In all cases, this basic structure serves as the core of longer expressions, as is 
the case with Greek verse dedications.83

Poetic expansion could be achieved by iteration of dovetail segments, through semantic or repetitive 
parallelism of the noun clauses and/or relative clauses (e.g. RÉS 1213, KAI 40 – Tab. 2), of prepositional 
phrases (e.g. KAI 18 and 288 – Tab. 2), or of adverbial clauses (e.g. SINM 33 – Tab. 3; KAI 288 – Tab. 2). 
*e latter example, the trophy inscription from Citium, has four adverbial clauses – the !rst locative and 
the second temporal (prepositional phrases marked by b-), giving the place and time of a battle, followed by 
a third iteration joined by w- and a “resumptive” clause (again with segments marked by b-);84 these in turn 
are followed by a fourth, joined by w-, that expands the causal hearing/blessing formula, explaining how 
the deity responded to their prayer; !nally this section concludes with iterations of the relative and nominal 

81  *e syntagm nšԫ lԫlm appears only here in Phoenician (DNWSI s.v. nšԫ3), but does appear in Latin inscriptions from North 
Africa as nasililim (CIL 8.14950, 8.14987, 8.15072, 8.15075, 8.15098, 8.15115).
82  Amadasi Guzzo – Zamora 2013, § 3.6.
83  Day 2010, p. 6.
84  Mosca 2006, pp. 182-183.
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clauses. Note that we translate w- adverbially  – “when”, “then”, “so”, rather than “and” – in order to high-
light the consecutive sequence. While one may have expected the temporal clause dovetail segment, these 
other iterative clauses provide “narrative expansions”.85 Such poetic expansion may have served, in part, to 
elevate and legitimize the reign of Milkyaton.

*e structures of these semantic dovetail units apply across Phoenician-Punic dedications. Here we 
review the applicability of such units to the bi-lingual Pyrgi Tablet,86 which provides multiple examples of 
narrative expansion. *is inscription has been the focus of studies not only of its meter87 and its formulaic 
structure,88 but also edited volumes and conference proceedings that marked the !ftieth anniversary of its 
discovery.89 *e inscription begins with a standard sequence (Schema 2), with divine recipients (preposi-
tional / indirect object), the generic “place” dedicated (šr) in a noun clause marked by the demonstrative, 
the dedicator and his acts of dedication, and a date formula that includes a semantic parallel of the noun 
clause (mtn “gift”):

SEMANTIC DOVETAIL
PREPOSITIONAL 1lrbt lcštrt )RU�WKH�0LVWUHVV��IRU�c$VKWDUW

NOMINAL zšr qdš 2 WKLV�LV�WKH�KRO\�SODFH

RELATIVE
  š ytnš pcl w
3tbry • wlnš  
mlk cl 4kyšry

ZKLFK�KH�PDGH�DQG�ZKLFK�KH�JDYH��
GLG�7LEHULDV�9ߧ�HOLDQDV��
NLQJ�RYHU�&DHUH

ADVERBIAL
(TEMPORAL)

 �5šmš؍E[�ߧ�؍�E\Uߧ
bmtn • bbt

�FH�RI�WKH�6XQࢼ�RI�6DFULߧ��LQ�WKH�PRQWKߧ
DV�KLV�JLIWߧ���LQ�WKH�WHPSOH

MAIN wbn 6tw VLQFH�KH�EXLOW�WKH�VKULQH

ADVERBIAL • kcštrt • rš • bdy �E\�KLV�KDQGߧ��UHTXLUHG�LWߧ��EHFDXVH�c$VKWDUWߧ

ADVERBIAL
(TEMPORAL)

7lmlky šnt šlš III  
by 8U؍�NUU� 
bym qbr 9lm

GXULQJ�\HDU�WKUHH�����RI�KLV�UHLJQ�
LQ�WKH�PRQWK�RI�Krr�
RQ�WKH�GD\�RI�%XULDO�RI�WKH�'HLW\

ADVERBIAL
(CONDITIONAL)

wšnt lmš lm 10bbty 
šnt km hkkbm 11l

DV�IRU�WKH�\HDUV�RI�WKH�VWDWXH�RI�WKH�GHLW\�LQ�KHU�WHPSOH�
�may they be��\HDUV�OLNH�WKHVH�VWDUV�

Our division into semantic units precisely matches the stichometry of Fecht’s proposed metrical divisions, 
save for the transition between the basic initial sequence and the following section (lines 5-6). Instead we 
prefer the semantic division of Zamora, who noticed how the conjunction w- here marks a signi!cant change 
in sequential order, transitioning to background information about a prior act,90 thus we translate “since” 
instead of “and”. As we have noted previously, Phoenician-Punic inscriptions mark semantic divisions with 

85  Mosca 2006, pp. 191-192.
86  KAI 277; Gibson 1982, pp. 151-159, n. 42; for the Etruscan text, see ET IX Cr 4.4.
87  Fecht 1990, pp. 208-210, § 3.2.5.
88  Zamora 2016.
89  Michetti – Baglione 2015; Bellelli – Xella 2016.
90  Zamora 2016, p. 70.
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the prepositions l- and b-, with the relative š, and with the conjunction w- (e.g. KAI 288).91 At this section 
break, the near parallelism of the repeated √bny (“to build”) does bridge the transition, and !nds a distant 
parallel in the !nal section (again bt “temple”). 

*is second section records a separate but parallel act of the dedicator and a parallel temporal clause 
records the date of that act, while in between a dovetail segment o+ers a variation of the typical causal formu-
la. *e third and !nal section repeats in close parallel a hope of many “years” (šnt) for the endurance of the 
deity’s statue – perhaps synecdoche for the previously mentioned “place”, “shrine”, or “temple”. *is section, 
whether expressing a desire (“volitive”) or a good omen (“augural”),92 whether based on a Phoenician orig-
inal or Etruscan, takes the expected pattern of the !nal formulaic clause and expands upon and inverts the 
dedicator’s request. In addition to re,ecting desire for a long reign (KAI 18.6 – Tab. 1; KAI 6.2-3 – Tab. 3), 
the inversion here has the goddess, or her statue, gain the blessing of extended dominion (lines 9-11), because 
the king had heeded her request (line 6). *is lone example seems to demonstrate a mutual expectation of 
bene!cence, which Day describes as reciprocal charis (see note 20). *is holy place, this gift in the temple, 
has served its religious purpose by o+ering grace both to cAshtart and to the king, and has served its social 
function as a memorial of bene!cence. *e narrative expansion of this !nal section93 utilizes repetitive par-
allelism and provides exceptionally poetic imagery, not only in Phoenician but also in the parallel Etruscan 
text. Such literary allusions, therefore, may be culturally speci!c yet simultaneously take part in a Mediter-
ranean-wide trend to inscribe poetry on memorial inscriptions.

6. Conclusion

Very few inscribed stelae have been recorded in situ, having been robbed out in antiquity for re-use in other 
constructions, or else were robbed out in the 19th and 20th centuries by illicit or amateur excavations. Some 
dedications had a simple stone marker; some an uninscribed rough sandstone cippus, with or without ico-
nography, possibly inserted into an architectural shrine; !nally a few had !ne limestone stelae, and even fewer 
of these were inscribed. Yet even within these limits and despite lost contexts, we nevertheless have thousands 
of Phoenician dedications, data points that allow us to extrapolate and understand the fragmentary and the 
elided. Although few inscriptions expand beyond abbreviated expression, formulaic composition of even the 
most basic dedications preserve the rhythms of re-performance or re-enactment.

While one may be hard pressed to appreciate the aesthetic qualities of terse dedications, they do evoke 
the poetic. *eir formulaic expressions employ similar words in the same context and the same rhythmical 
conditions. Beyond the divine names of recipient, they preserve epithets and divine titles. Beyond the mere 
name of the dedicant, they include patronyms and elite occupations. Every word or phrase or structural fea-
ture, every hint at parallelism, elevate the ritual language to poetic prayer. *e synonymous repetition and 
mobility of the terms used for the objects dedicated, the reasons for and the bene!ts of the dedication, all 
together preserve an incantation, a prayer, a poetic hymn. While we may recognize and identify formulaic 
language, such expressions had a utility and meaning in context, read aloud as a reactivation of the initial act.

91  In one exceptional instance, the conjunction super,uously combines with the relative (w-š, line 2). Besides division into se-
mantic units, this inscription marks individual word boundaries by punctuation, including bmtn • bbt at line 6 (following Amadasi 
Guzzo 2016), and it consistently respects word division at line breaks, thus we read two words wbn tw at line 5-6 (contra Zamora 
2016, p. 76). Regarding semantic division into hemistiches, marked by conjunctions and relatives, compare the dedicatory stela of 
Ye؍awmilk (KAI 10; Fecht 1990, pp. 194-197 § 3.2.3).
92  Zamora 2016, pp. 73-74.
93  While the !nal clause in dedications commonly includes an adverbial causal/blessing formula, one might !nd appended an 
additional and rare !nal curse formulae, both on dedications and on funerary inscriptions.
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